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Open Project is an Engineering and
Architectural firm, established in 1984 by experts
in various fields of design and consulting, with
the aim of managing the many facets of the
building process more efficiently. The business
is now a multidisciplinary organisation, designed
to handle every aspect of an architectural
project, from original concept to construction
management. It has recently signed agreements
and established partnerships with companies
operating in the areas of mechanical and
electrical engineering, specialist structural
planning, infrastructure provision and work
safety management. Open Project is based
in Bologna, Italy. We also have a branch in
Baghdad, Iraq, and are currently opening a new
office in Abu Dhabi, capital of the UAE.
Among the realizations by Open Project, we
selected Poggipolini, Worklife Innovation Hub
and The Student Hotel.

Poggipolini srl is a leader in the field of high
precision mechanical engineering, processing
special alloys (principally titanium, but also
steel and aluminium) for the production
of components for the aeronautical and
automotive sectors. The company’s new
production complex is located in the northern
part of San Lazzaro di Savena, on the edge
of the Cicogna artisan district. The area is
bounded to the north by the railway line and to
the west by the road system linking the town of
San Lazzaro to the northern road network - the
Adriatic motorway and by-pass - and to the slip
road and Stradelli Guelfi.
The entire area had been the subject of a
detailed development plan since 2008, drawn
up in a piecemeal manner and now obsolete in
its approach, and so unsuited to the needs of a
modern and dynamic production company.
The master plan for the “Poggipolini Village”
has been developed with the aim of making
the whole area of about 16,000 square metres
into a single, unified complex. The organic
design incorporates production and logistics
areas as well as administrative offices and R&D
facilities and so complements and enhances
the existing Cicogna industrial zone.

The Worklife Innovation Hub complex, property
of Fondo Scarlatti and managed by Generali
Real Estate S.p.A SGR, is located in the industrial
area of Casalecchio di Reno. Thanks to its
close access to the A1 motorway and a strong
presence of public transports, it is excellently
connected with the International Airport and
the high-speed railway station of Bologna.
The refurbishment process conducted in 2017
involved the whole covering, modernizing the
modular structure of the building according
to the tenants’ needs. New green areas have
been created, to ensure the maximum working
environment comfort, safeguarding at the same
time the most relevant architectural aspects.
Great attention was paid to the energetic
sustainability, by upgrading the existing systems
for the whole complex and installing new
temperature control devices.
Today, the Worklife Innovation Hub hosts a
community of high-tech companies which have
selected it as their headquarter, ready to host
their steady growth while enjoying common
supporting services such as cafeteria, canteen,
auditorium, archiving spaces, green areas and
parking. The complex covers an area of about
23.000 square meters almost fully let.

→ www.openproject.it

The Student Hotel
Opening in autumn 2018, The Student
Hotel Bologna, located in the ex-Telecom
office building in Quartiere Navile, will mirror
the successful concept established in the
Netherlands. Contemporary architecture will
frame the hotel, its rooms and studios, with
a library, study areas, meeting and Board
rooms, an incubator for start-ups, a games
room, gym and bicycle fleet. A large restaurant
that will cater to this up and coming
neighbourhood. Students and Guests alike will
be able to relax in the hotel, in the spacious
lobby, extensive internal courtyard boasting
a pool and terrace.
The project will be realized with emphasis
on the environmental sustainability of the
buidling. The Student Hotel co-living model,
with learning and co-working facilities, provides
a home-away-from-home for a fast growing
international community of talent. It offers a
unique, ready-made social scene and network
among the company of like-minded young
people. The first property opened in Rotterdam
in 2012 and there are now more than 3,000
rooms in the Netherlands, Germany, Spain and
France. The Student Hotel Florence will open
in the summer of 2018.

Camplus
Camplus is an international turnkey developer and operational
management provider with
over 30 years of experience
in housing for students and
young professionals. With over
160 members of staff, a €170
million real estate portfolio and
a €32 million turnover, Camplus
is Italy’s PBSA market leader
with accommodation for 6,000
people throughout the country
and in Pamplona. Camplus
has shaped the Italian student
housing sector since the 1980s,
providing high quality, studentcentered housing solutions in

15 cities nationwide. As well as
having accommodation for 3,000
more people in the pipeline
in Italy, Camplus has recently
expanded in to Spain and plans
to further export its unique
model of hybrid hospitality
abroad. Its performance, superior
student & guest experience
and operational expertise make
Camplus the preferred contact
for local and international
investment funds, universities,
public bodies, religious
institutions, businesses and local
communities.

Paolo Castelli
PAOLO CASTELLI S.p.A.
was founded upon the historic
tradition of the Castelli family,
the roots of whose activity in
the field of fine woodworking
first and office furniture later
date back to the beginning of
the last century. Paolo Castelli
S.p.A. operates in the Contract
sector with a team of architects,
engineers, technicians and
graphic designers capable of
working on both small and
large scales in both private
and public contexts, providing
restructuring and renovation
services and custom furnishings
for libraries, airports, hotels,
museums, private homes,

auditoriums, offices and
ships. The long history and
consolidated experience of
the firm, whose roots run
deep in the finest traditions
of Italian craftsmanship,
along with its attention to
client needs ensure that
every project and product is
characterized by maximum
esthetic and technical quality.
Paolo Castelli S.p.A. is capable
of managing all aspects of
the production process,
from the initial concept to its
complete realization, in strict
adherence to the demands of
both architect and client. The
company provides ‘Made in

Italy’ products and services
of the highest quality through
technical and operational
coordination, intelligent use
of materials and finishes, and
rigorous control over every
aspect of industrial production
as well as the workmanship
of the master craftsmen
with whom the company has
collaborated for many years.
→ www.paolocastelli.com/en
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